
CSCI 1133, Spring 2017   Due: 10:00pm, Apr 30     
Programming Examination 3   
 
PLEASE NOTE:  This is a graded assessment of individual programming understanding and ability, and is not 
a collaborative assignment; you must design, implement and test the solution(s) completely on your own 
without outside assistance from anyone.  You may not consult or discuss the solution with anyone.  In addition, 
you may not include solutions or portions of solutions obtained from any source other than those provided in 
class.  Note that providing a solution or assisting another student in any way on this examination is also 
considered academic misconduct.  Failure to heed these directives will result in a failing grade for the course 
and an incident report filed with the Office for Student Conduct and Academic Integrity for further sanction. 
  
 
A.  (100 points)  Forest Fire Simulation 
This examination consists of designing and writing several Python modules that must be committed and pushed 
to your GitHub examination repository prior to the deadline of 10:00pm, April 30.  Late submissions will not be 
accepted and will result in a zero score for the exam.  Note that your program must be named 
forestfire.py (all lower-case). 
 
The total point value will be awarded for solutions that are complete, correct, and well constructed.  A "well 
constructed" program entails appropriate functional decomposition including the use of a main() program 
function, useful comments, and general readability (descriptive names for variables and procedures, appropriate 
use of blank space, etc.).  In addition, the following will result in specific (accumulative) point deductions: 

• Missing academic integrity pledge  -100 points 
• Misnamed source file or incorrect repository -25 points 
• Use of global variables    -25 points 
• Missing main program function   -25 points 

 
Note that your work will be graded using, and must function correctly with, the current version of Python 3 on 
CSE Labs UNIX machines.  If you complete this programming exam using a different system, it is your 
responsibility to ensure it works on CSELabs machines prior to submitting it. 
 
TA help for this examination will not be provided.  If you have clarification questions, they must be addressed 
to the graduate TA for the class.  
 
Examination Repository 
Your examination source file must be submitted to GitHub using your exam repository.  Exam repositories have 
been created for each registered student and are named using the string exam- followed by your X500 userID 
(e.g., exam-smit1234).  DO NOT SUBMIT YOUR EXAM FILES TO YOUR LAB/EXERCISE 
REPOSITORY! 
 
 
Problem Description 
Forest fires that threaten property and lives have been prominent in recent news items.  Computer simulations of 
forest fires provide information that fire fighters can use to predict the progression of the fire and take action to 
intervene.  In this problem, you will construct a discrete simulation that uses object-oriented techniques to 
model trees and forests, and then visualize the progression of the (simulated) fire using Turtle graphics. 
 
Construct a complete Turtle-graphics-based simulation program to model and visualize a forest fire1. Your 
program will make use of two large classes: a Tree class representing individual trees in a forest, and a 
Forest class that represents a collection of Tree objects.  The main part of your program is a discrete 
simulation that involves instantiating a Forest, populating it with Trees and then using a loop to repeatedly 



update the status of each Tree in the Forest until no more are burning.  The fire spreads to individual trees 
according to a probabilistic function that involves the status of surrounding trees and various characteristics 
such as the "wetness" of the forest. 
 
You need to do the following: 
 

• Construct a Tree class with the following attributes: 
probCatch ( type float) - the probability (0.0 to 1.0) of the tree catching on fire 
burning (type bool) - the tree's current status as follows: 
 False - not burning 
 True -  the tree is on fire 
wetness (type float) - a number between 1.0 and 100.0 to indicate wetness (default 1.0) 
xpos (type int) - the x position of the tree within a forest grid (default 0) 
ypos (type int) - the y position of the tree within a forest grid (default 0) 
 

• Construct a Forest class to act as a "container" for the trees in the forest.  The Forest class 
maintains a two-dimensional list of Tree objects.  Each tree will reside at a specific x,y coordinate 
relative to the grid.  The grid should contain at least 40 by 40 cells and be initialized to contain None 
objects.  The Forest class should include methods to add trees to the forest, remove trees from the 
forest, update the status (burning or not) of all trees in the forest, and redraw the entire forest on the 
graphics display.  The update method should include a loop that will cause the fire to "spread" by 
updating the status of each Tree object in the forest as follows:  

1. If a grid cell is empty (None object) it remains empty 
2. If a grid cell contains a non-burning Tree object, then it will become a burning tree if and 

only if any one of its neighbors (top, bottom, left, or right) is burning AND  a random 
number chosen between 0.0 and 1.0 is less than the object's probCatch value; otherwise it 
remains non-burning.  Trees at the "edge" of the forest have no neighbors 'beyond' the grid 
boundaries (i.e., the neighborhood does not "wrap around") 

3. If the grid cell contains a burning Tree object it should become an empty grid cell (None 
object) 

4. How fast a fire spreads depends on how wet the trees are.  Use the wetness attribute of the 
Tree class to indicate how wet a tree is: 1.0 (dry) to 100.0 (soaked).  Divide each Tree 
object's probCatch value by its wetness value when deciding if the tree will catch fire.  
For wet trees, this will reduce the probability of catching fire 

   
Note that empty grid cells should not be drawn.  This is indicated by a None object in the grid.  Also, 
you will find it helpful to include an isBurning method  in the Forest class that returns True iff 
any trees are on fire.  This method can be used to terminate the simulation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. Adapted from Introduction to Computational Science: Modeling and Simulation for the Sciences by Angela 
B. Shiflet and George W. Shiflet,  Princeton University Press, 2006 



• Derive two additional subclasses: Oak and Pine, from the Tree Class.  The probability of catching 
fire should default to 0.95 for Pine trees and 0.45 for Oak trees.  Each class should have its own 
overloaded method draw() that will draw itself on the display based on its x,y location and its "state" 
(i.e., a non-burning tree should be green and a burning tree should be red.  Pine trees should appear as 
upright triangles and Oak trees should appear as circles.  An easy way to accomplish drawing trees is to 
use the Turtle stamp() method and change the shape of the turtle to a triangle for Pine trees and a 
circle for Oak trees. 

• Another method of the Forest class, redraw(), should update the graphics display by first clearing all 
the trees (turtle.clearstamps works well for this) and then calling the draw() method for each of the trees 
in the grid.  In order to make the drawing faster, you should use the tracer(0,0) and update() 
turtle methods. 

• Provide a mechanism to allow the user to populate the initial forest configuration.  Solicit values from 
the user for the following: 

o Density of the forest:  the percentage of grid cells that are occupied by trees (0.10 to 1)   
o Percentage of Pine trees:  the percentage of total trees that are Pine (0 to 1)  
o Wetness value of the forest (1 is very dry to 100 is very wet) 

For each forest location, obtain a pseudo random value from 0 to 1 and, if it is less than or equal to the 
user-entered density value, add a tree (Pine or Oak) to the Forest.  Otherwise, set the forest location 
to a None object.  The type of tree should be determined in a similar fashion using the Pine tree 
percentage.  Every tree added to the forest should have the same wetness value as expressed by the user.   
One of the trees in the forest should be set on fire (choose your own mechanism for this). 

• The simulation proceeds in your main program module by first instantiating and populating a Forest, 
then repeatedly calling the Forest's update and redraw() methods until no trees remain on fire in 
the forest.  You may want to add a suitable time delay between iterations in order to "visualize" the 
progress of the fire. 

 
 
Academic Integrity Pledge 
The first lines of your program must contain the following text (exactly as it appears), replacing the first line 
with your full name and X500 ID.  If this statement does not appear in your program source, you will receive a 
score of zero for the exam. 
 

# <replace this line with your name and x500 ID (e.g., John Smith smit1234> 
 
# I understand this is a graded, individual examination that may not be  
# discussed with anyone.  I also understand that obtaining solutions or  
# partial solutions from outside sources, or discussing any aspect 
# of the examination with anyone will result in failing the course.   
# I further certify that this program represents my own work and that none 
# of it was obtained from any source other than material presented during  
# the course. 

 
Submission 
Your Forest and Tree classes should each reside in separate modules named forest.py and tree.py 
respectively.  Your main program should include a main() function and reside in a module named 
forestfire.py  Commit/push all three modules to your exam repository.  Please be sure to observe the 
naming requirements. 
 
 



Turtle Graphics 
Consult the docs.python.org/3/ website and locate the section on Turtle graphics.  You will find this a useful 
resource as you complete this simulation program.  Some of the more obscure turtle and turtle-screen methods 
will prove very useful for this program, such as:  

• stamp() : "stamps" an image of the turtle shape on the screen 
• clearstamps() : removes all stamped images from the screen 
• tilt() : rotates the turtle shape without changing heading 
• shape() : changes the turtle shape.  'triangle' changes the shape to a filled triangle, 'circle' a circle, etc. 
• resizemode(): allow user specified dimensions for the "turtle" shape 
• shapesize() :   change the size of the turtle shape (so they will fit on the screen!) 
• setworldcoordinates : change from pixels to relative rows/columns to match grid indices 
• tracer(0,0) : turns off the slow turtle drawing.  must use update() to see anything you subsequently draw 
• update() : refreshes the graphics display.  update() and tracer() are methods of the turtle screen 

 
 
Example Screens: 
 
Initial configuration, 100% density, 100% pine trees, center tree on fire... 
 
 

 
 



 
Midway through burning the forest... 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


